
PLATINUm m4
„Cultivated, detailed, true-to-life sound with striking precision.”
TESTWINNER / HIGHLIGHT  

12/2009 (Germany)

„The Platinum M4 was a pleasant surprise sound and of course 
distinguished for quality of construction. It will not say no to many 
dB, the rock bass and electronics, but also respects and other types 
of music thanks to the abundant presence in the middle frequencies, 
the very good analysis, the accuracy of the stage and very good 
openness and inseparable.”

BEST CHOICE / EDITOR’S CHOICE High Fidelity
 03/2012 (Greece)

„An economical upright speaker that’s among the 100 best in the 
world.”
 

11/2011 (Germany)

„... given the price, Quadral is a very good suggestion for anyone 
looking for a floor standing speaker with significant potential on 
level, tonal balance and a comprehensive approach that makes it 
suitable for every type of music. Add to this the quality of construc-
tion and will find yourself opposite 
a very attractive package.” 

06/2012 (Greece)

„Picture-perfect workmanship in speaker that deliver outstandingly 
precise sound. The real high end, at a very appealing price.”  

Five Globes         
 04/2011 (UK)

„(...) and this can be summed up in one word: clarity. Whatever you 
play, the M4 delivers insight, and with that insight comes deeper 
musical satisfaction. All five test pieces sounded better in the M4 
than via any of the others in this group (...)
 
OUTSTANDING 

12/2011 (UK)

PLATINUm m4 in a 5.1 set-up
m4, m2, m1 BASE, SUB 700

„With upper-class perfromance at a middle-class price, the             
PLATINUM M ensemble inspire.” 

REFERENCE 5.1 speaker system upper middle-class

   
01/2010 (Germany)

PLATINUm m5
„... But what worked for us is the way the speakers collectively 
transform the energy and pulse of a live performance right in your 
listening room. ...“

RECOmmEND
Overall HHHH

12/2011 (India)
 

„A very balanced system, neutral 
and dynamic...”.“

Québec Audio & Vidéo

05/2010 (Canada)

„The PLATINUM is far and away one of the best live boxes in rock 
history.“

HIGH-END TIP, 90 Points  
01/2010 (Germany)

Testresult: ExCELLENT, 95%

02/2010 (CZ)

Testresult: ExCELLENT

 02/2010 (CZ)

„With the PLATINUM M5, quadral has created a true highlight. In 
regard to sound, it rightly belongs in the upper range of our top 
class.“

TOP CLASS 1.2 
Price/performance: VERY GOOD  
  
 06/2009 (Germany)

PLATINUm m5 in a 5.1 set-up
m5, m2, m1 BASE, SUB 700
„In short: If there were a platinum medal for surpassing the gold 
medal, we would have awareded it to this system!”

TOP CLASS 1.1 
Test result: OUTSTANDING  

               12/2009 (Germany)

PLATINUM M R E F E R E N C E S

PLATINUm m5 PLATINUm m2 PLATINUm m1 BASE SUB 700PLATINUm m4

03/2012 (Greece)

12/2011 (UK)

PLATINUM M4

11/2011
presents:




